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In one of the most entertaining and twisty thrillers of the
year a London family, a mother, father and young son,
must deal with the murder of their secretive next door
neighbor and the intrusive police investigation that
follows. Readers will be faced with ever shifting and
increasingly frightening suspicions that one or all of
them had something to do with it. Alex Mercer loves his
family more than anything. His wife Millicent and their
precocious eleven-year-old son Max are everything to
him, his little tribe. When he is with them all is right with
the world. But when he and Max find their next door
neighbour dead in his bathtub, their lives are suddenly
and irrevocably changed. Max is surprisingly fascinated
by the dead body, and Alex is understandably anxious
about how Max will react later, once he takes it all in. And
Alex is increasingly impatient for the police to conclude
their investigation and call this the suicide that it so
clearly was. But as new information surfaces, it becomes
clear that there is more to this than anyone is saying...
Why was the neighbour charging his home
improvements to the Mercers’ address? How did
Millicent’s bracelet end up in his apartment? And why, in
fact, did Max lead his father into the house on the quiet
summer night that they found the corpse? As suspicion
grows between the three, the once close-knit family
starts to disintegrate. Is Alex really the loving husband
we believe him to be? And where is Millicent really going
when she disappears for hours, walking the parks of
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London, stewing over something that she can’t forget?
Each of them is suffering. Each has something to hide.
And as each questions how well they really know each
other, they must decide how far they’ll go to protect
themselves-and each other-from investigators who are
watching every move they make. Just waiting for
someone to make a mistake.
Recharge, relax, be creative, and review the American
Sign Language alphabet with this inspirational coloring
book for grown-ups. This is the ASL edition of a brandnew and unique series of beautifully illustrated
international sign language coloring books for many
hours of meditation, creativity, and stress relief. 26x2
coloring pages with the ASL manual alphabet. Featuring
a huge variety of highly professional and intricate
designs. Two copies of each design for your
convenience and color experiments. Single-sided
designs and blank reverse pages to prevent bleedthrough. A coloring test page for your favorite pens.
American Sign Language alphabet reference chart
included (approved by Sign Language experts - more
information on www.fingeralphabet.org/asl). Link to an
additional set of free ASL alphabet charts optimized for
desktop printer. Most of the designs in this book are
rather intricate. If this worries you, we have prepared free
coloring test pages for your convenience. Simply go to
www.fingeralphabet.org/asl, download the test pages,
print them out on US letter sized paper, and check if you
like the level of detail before spending any money on the
book. Are you looking for a DIFFERENT sign language
alphabet coloring book? You can find variations of this
coloring book with: American Sign Language alphabet
(ASL / 26 letters) Irish Sign Language alphabet (ISL / 26
letters) Filipino Sign Language alphabet (FSL / 26 letters)
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Danish Sign Language alphabet (DSL / 29 letters)
Australian Sign Language alphabet (AUSLAN / 26 letters)
New Zealand Sign Language alphabet (NZSL / 26 letters)
more to come... All manual alphabets were approved by
national experts. All manual alphabets are different some more than others. While some alphabets are
similar, they are not interchangeable.
A fifteen-year-old drug user chronicles her daily struggle
to escape the pull of the drug world.
Newly transplanted from Chicago, Alex tries to get into
the swing of California life while living with her father for
a year. A true-to-life, timely story by a well-regarded
author.
I'm not your average hero. I actually wasn't your average
anything. Just a poor guy working an after-school job at
a South Beach shoe repair shop to help his mom make
ends meet. But a little magic changed it all. It all started
with a curse. And a frognapping. And one hot-looking
princess, who asked me to lead a rescue mission. There
wasn't a fairy godmother or any of that. And even though
I fell in love along the way, what happened to me is unlike
any fairy tale I've ever heard. Before I knew it, I was
spying with a flock of enchanted swans, talking (yes,
talking!) to a fox named Todd, and nearly trampled by
giants in the Everglades. Don't believe me? I didn't
believe it either. But you'll see. Because I knew it all was
true, the second I got cloaked.
Trapped Trilogy an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids
Ages 9 - 12 Preteen
ASL Manual Alphabet Coloring Book
A Line of Blood
An Alex Rider Adventure
Origins (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Alex Fitzgerald's Cure for Nightmares
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Sam and Dean Winchester know all the secrets
their father recorded in his journal. Now you
can, too. On November 2, 1983, Sam and Dean
Winchester lost their mother to a demonic
supernatural force. In the wake of the
tragedy, their father, John, set out to learn
everything he could about the paranormal evil
that lives in the dark corners and on the
back roads of America . . . and how to kill
it. In his personal journal, he not only
compiled folklore, legend, and superstition
about all manner of otherworldly enemies but
he also recorded his experiences—hunting the
creature that killed his wife even as he
raised his two sons. Part prequel, part
resource guide, John Winchester's Journal
finally gives fans the ultimate companion
book for Supernatural. It's all here: the
exorcism Sam and Dean used in "Phantom
Traveler," John's notes on everything from
shape-shifters to Samuel Colt, Dean's first
hunt, Sam's peewee soccer team . . . and
John's single-minded pursuit of a growing and
deadly evil.
Anger -VS- Evil!Herobrine is causing havoc.
Alex and Steve need to go to a safe place in
order to think of a plan to stop him. Time to
go tunneling! Oh no, but that means working
together with Steve in a tight space, which
isn't Alex's forte. Find out what happens in
the Diary of an Angry Alex 6!
Alex, the angry Minecrafter is at it yet
again!This time Alex finds a new source for
her anger, the villagers. Making bad trades
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is an easy way to make an enemy out of Alex,
and she won't let that go. Her attempt to rid
the village of its people are foiled by her
own stupidity. As her plans get smarter, so
does Steve, and he starts to ruin her plans
one by one. Will Alex be able to succeed?
Will she stay frenemies with Steve? Find out
in the Diary of an Angry Alex 3!
Introduces readers to Alex's day of healthy
eating. Discusses the benefits of eating
bright, healthy foods.Additional features to
aid comprehension include vivid photographs,
Common Core questions and activities, a
phonetic glossary, and sources for further
research.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the
ability of books to feed the soul even in the
darkest of times. When Death has a story to
tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has
never been busier, and will become busier
still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl
living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when
she encounters something she can’t
resist–books. With the help of her accordionplaying foster father, she learns to read and
shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
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author of I Am the Messenger, has given us
one of the most enduring stories of our time.
“The kind of book that can be life-changing.”
—The New York Times “Deserves a place on the
same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by
Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE
BOOK THIEF.
Book 9 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Diary of Herobrine
A Book About Healthy Eating
Book 5 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
The Book Thief
Cursed
Today is a special day at Kylie Jean's school, where
everyone works on computer projects and learning
coding, and Kylie is fascinated by the robotics team
called RoboGirls--so she resolves to build a robot of
her own, so she can impress the older girls, and join
the team in time for the competition.
The unique writing of Ivy + Bean meets the pep of
Clementine and the authentic humor of Dory
Fantasmagory in this chapter book series about two
girls with the same name and absolutely, definitely,
NOTHING else in common. Over the course of a week
in school, this bighearted, true-to-life chapter book
will resonate with any young reader who's ever felt
overlooked, second-best, or defined according to
someone else. The first in a series, Best Friends-Ish
provides a fresh take on the joys and traumas of
elementary school drama. More than anything,
second-grader Audrey wants to be the best at
something. It always feels like she's not-quiteenough—not smart enough, not fast enough, not
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funny enough. When her beloved Miss Fincastle
announces that a new girl, another AUDREY, is joining
the class, Audrey suddenly becomes Audrey L., which
makes her feel worse than ever. But is the new
Audrey all bad? Might the two Audreys have more in
common than just their name? And if the girls become
friends, how will Audrey ever figure out how to be her
best self—if she can't even be the best Audrey?
Visually dynamic and narratively unique, this chapter
book series is perfect for fans of the Ivy + Bean,
Deckawoo Drive, and The Penderwicks series. TONS
OF ILLUSTRATIONS: The book has many black and
white illustrations throughout, providing newer
readers with the perfect on-ramp from early readers
into novels. There's something visual on every page.
EMPATHY READ FOR BEGINNING READERS: This book
is about embracing people's differences,
understanding their similarities, and making new
friends. COMING-OF-AGE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:
This book encourages young readers to consider and
celebrate the things that make them unique, while
recognizing that sharing some of those traits with
someone else isn't a bad thing. A DILEMMA EVERY KID
FACES: Having to share a name with a classmate is
one of the biggest nightmares for a kid. That extra
last name initial becomes a part of who you are for
years to come. It's an annoying, funny subject that
kids everywhere will relate to. UNFORGETTABLE,
FUNNY WRITING: Carter Higgins's writing is special.
This storytelling is friendly, funny, and genuinely
good, with an unforgettable voice that doesn’t sound
like any other chapter books. Perfect for: Beginning
readers, Parents, Educators, Librarians, Grandparents,
Anyone looking for a new series, Readers who love
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books set at school
Meet Alex, the Angry Minded Minecrafter. Living with
Steve isn't Easy!Alex is always the one farming, while
Steve gets to be awesome and cool, mining and
adventuring. Alex wants to do that as well! But Steve
never thinks about her feelings. This makes Alex
angry. Very angry! Stupid selfish Steve! Alex decides
Steve needs to fall in a hole and she's going to make
sure he does. Find out what happens in the Diary of
an Angry Alex!
"A fractured fairy tale You Choose adventure about
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, featuring three
different story lines and three different points of
view"-For many years, Monday through Friday, Miss
Anderson has walked to Parkland School, eager to
begin her day's work in her classroom. She is a
devoted teacher, beloved by the many children she
has taught over the years. Theschool and her
students mean everything to her. After one holiday
weekend, Parkland School suffers a devastating flood.
Burst pipes send water pouring into classrooms and
the library. The school must close for repairs. But it's
not just the building that has been damaged. New
supplies and materials, especially books, are needed.
But there isn't enough money to do it all. Miss
Anderson cannot bear to think of her beloved school
closed and her students left without materials. What
can she do to help? And when the answer comes to
her, Miss Anderson knows what to do and whom to
ask for assistance. Carol Crane has written 14 books
for Sleeping Bear Press, including the bestselling P is
for Pilgrim: A Thanksgiving Alphabet. As a children's
literature advocate, Carol travels across the country,
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speaking at schools and many conferences. She
makes her home in North Carolina. Gary Palmer has
been a freelance illustrator for over 30 years. A
graduate of the Ringling School of Art in Sarasota,
Florida, Gary now works from his home studio in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Gary's books with Sleeping
Bear Press include H is for Hook: A Fishing Alphabet.
The Mosquito Brothers
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Case of the Christmas Concert Catastrophe
Breaking Point
Book 2 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Book 6 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Angry Alex at Anger Management!Steve and Herobrine have
seen enough, Alex is just too angry. Too angry to focus on
anything. They've decided it's time for some anger
management therapy. Alex does NOT like this idea at all and
wishes everyone would just fall in a hole! Will Alex finally find
inner peace and stop being angry? Find out what happens in
the Diary of an Angry Alex 9!
"Angus Cairns is a brownie, a magical creature with a
fastidious nature. Alex Carhart is the messiest eleven-yearold in the United States of America. Together, this unlikely
pair embarks on an unforgettable adventure"-Alex, the Angry Minded Minecrafter is at it again!Living with
Steve has improved quite a bit since last time but Steve
manages to make Alex angry again! What did he do THIS
TIME? And what is Alex plotting to do to Steve? Find out in
the Diary of an Angry Alex 2!
Diary of an Angry AlexBook 8 [An Unofficial Minecraft
Book]Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a
budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian
Reservation. DeterminedPage
to take
his future into his own
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hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend
an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian
is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully
written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian,
which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's
art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native
American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he
was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and fourcolor interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
A Memoir
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Maid
An Interactive Fairy Tale Adventure
Zebra at the Zoo
E Is for Elisa

How far would you go to fit in? Paul is
new to Gate, a school whose rich
students make life miserable for anyone
not like them. And Paul is definitely
not like them. Then, something
incredible happens. Charlie Good, a
star student and athlete, invites Paul
to join his elite inner circle. All
Charlie wants is a few things in
return—small things that Paul does
willingly. Until one day Charlie wants
something big—really big. Now Paul has
to decide how far he'll go to be one of
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the gang. The electrifying follow-up to
Alex Flinn's critically acclaimed debut
novel, Breathing Underwater, Breaking
Point is a tale of school violence that
explores why and how a good kid can go
'bad'.
Accompanied by quirky line drawings by
Spanish illustrator Erica Salcedo, this
is a gently humorous and remarkably
informative nature-adventure story
about an unlikely pointy-nosed hero
with big dreams and an even bigger
heart. After he nearly drowns in a
parking-lot puddle, Dinnn Needles is
fearful of many things, including
flying. When his four hundred siblings
swarm off without him, he finds time to
dream —about family stories, a lost
brother, adventure in The Wild and,
above all, how to be cool. At school in
an abandoned air-conditioner, Dinnn
learns about the deadly Pondhawk
dragonfly and other dangers that lie
beyond his home under a drive-in
theater screen. But Dinnn never really
takes to city life. Lonely and left
out, he is filled with an unexplained
longing. He sips spilled cola from
abandoned pop cans, but it is not as
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tasty as flower nectar. He tries to
make friends with the local street
mosquitoes, but that just lands him in
a sewer filled with spiders and water
snakes. He hears about the red mini-van
that brought his parents together and
wonders about his extended family in
the country. He even finds a great
black jacket in a roadside ditch, but
it doesn’t make him cool. And then one
day, as fate would have it, the red
mini-van reappears, giving Dinnn a
chance to visit to his relatives in The
Wild, where new perils await an
inexperienced city mosquito — being
struck by a raindrop, zapped by a porch
light or snapped up by a hungry fish at
dusk. But in the end Dinnn discovers
that being cool is a matter of what you
do, especially for one’s friends and
family, including two new brothers.
Correlates to the Common Core State
Standards in English Language Arts:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.3.3 Describe
characters in a story (e.g., their
traits, motivations, or feelings) and
explain how their actions contribute to
the sequence of events
The Angry Apprentice and the Evil
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Mentor!Alex is now Herobrine's
apprentice in hope of acquiring the
perfect evil laugh and cool evil
trickery skills. But Herobrine is a
very strict teacher and Alex keeps
getting smacked for not being evil
enough! Will she be able to endure it
or give up being evil altogether? Find
out what happens in the Diary of an
Angry Alex 8!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND
INSPIRATION FOR THE NETFLIX LIMITED
SERIES, HAILED BY ROLLING STONE AS "A
GREAT ONE." "A single mother's
personal, unflinching look at America's
class divide, a description of the
tightrope many families walk just to
get by, and a reminder of the dignity
of all work." -PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA,
Obama's Summer Reading List At 28,
Stephanie Land's dreams of attending a
university and becoming a writer
quickly dissolved when a summer fling
turned into an unplanned pregnancy.
Before long, she found herself a single
mother, scraping by as a housekeeper to
make ends meet. Maid is an emotionally
raw, masterful account of Stephanie's
years spent in service to upper middle
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class America as a "nameless ghost" who
quietly shared in her clients'
triumphs, tragedies, and deepest
secrets. Driven to carve out a better
life for her family, she cleaned by day
and took online classes by night,
writing relentlessly as she worked
toward earning a college degree. She
wrote of the true stories that weren't
being told: of living on food stamps
and WIC coupons, of government programs
that barely provided housing, of aloof
government employees who shamed her for
receiving what little assistance she
did. Above all else, she wrote about
pursuing the myth of the American Dream
from the poverty line, all the while
slashing through deep-rooted stigmas of
the working poor. Maid is Stephanie's
story, but it's not hers alone. It is
an inspiring testament to the courage,
determination, and ultimate strength of
the human spirit.
When a zombie apocalypse is unleashed
on the village, Alex just might be in
for more than she ever bargained for
Alex is a headstrong young woman who
prefers to be left alone, but whether
she would like to admit it or not, a
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chance meetup with a spunky stranger
named Steve is about to chip away at
her tough exterior. When Steve recounts
the story of the wicked Herobrine's
curse on the village and implores her
to help, stubborn Alex dismisses the
tale as nonsense. Little does she know
that Herobrine's curse is very real and
is about to turn her world upside down
in a way she never would have dreamed
possible. Will Alex join Steve in a
quest to save the village? Is it even
possible to save the village from this
terrible curse? You will have to read
"Herobrine's curse" to find out!
Herobrine's Curse is an engaging good
read that will have any young Minecraft
fan absorbed in the book from beginning
to end.
Point Blank
Alex Eats the Rainbow
Supernatural: John Winchester's Journal
Go Ask Alice
Diary of a Minecraft Alex
Book 8 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Fourth grader Alex's new friendships in California are
endangered when her chance to appear in a rock video
brings her glamour and an inflated ego. Sequel to "Alex
Fitzgerald's Cure for Nightmares."
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Alex is still angry and now Steve is too!Herobrine is a
horrible roommate! As expected. Even worse than Steve is.
After a while Alex and Steve decide it's time to get some help
from the only thing they can think of scary enough to get rid
of Herobrine...THE ENDER DRAGON! But the Ender
Dragon doesn't like them either, he'd rather eat them than
help them. How are they going to get him to help them and
avoid being eaten themselves? Find out in the Diary of an
Angry Alex 5!
George is hardly bigger than a child's middle finger. His
knees and his elbows don't bend and his legs are fused
together. When Katie and Mackenzie find him at the edge of
the ocean, they are unimpressed, but George keeps turning
up in their lives. And what may seem ordinary to a girl and a
boy can be an awesome adventure if you are six centimeters
tall.
**THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER**
"An unforgettable—and Hollywood-bound—new thriller... A
mix of Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and
Greek tragedy." —Entertainment Weekly The Silent Patient is
a shocking psychological thriller of a woman’s act of
violence against her husband—and of the therapist obsessed
with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is
seemingly perfect. A famous painter married to an indemand fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house
with big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s
most desirable areas. One evening her husband Gabriel
returns home late from a fashion shoot, and Alicia shoots
him five times in the face, and then never speaks another
word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or give any kind of
explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into something far
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grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and
casts Alicia into notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets,
and she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the tabloids
and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North
London. Theo Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has
waited a long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia.
His determination to get her to talk and unravel the mystery
of why she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path
into his own motivations—a search for the truth that
threatens to consume him....
Alex, the Angry Minecrafter is no longer angry, LOL
JK!This time Alex finds Steve in the mines while he should
be farming. But Steve acts innocent. Alex isn't buying it
though. Who else would look like Steve other than Steve? It's
not possible...or is it? One thing is for sure, whoever this
"not-Steve" person is, he's aggravating Alex! Find out what
happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 4!
Diary of Herobrine's Child [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Desmond Pucket and the Mountain Full of Monsters
Book 1
Book 1 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Book 4 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
A Novel
A broken fence and an animal on the loose take
center stage in book three of the series from a twotime Newbery Honor winning author. Alex loves living
on Zoo Lane, especially because he gets to visit his
favorite animal in the world: the red panda. When he
finds a hole in the zoo's fence, it presents the perfect
opportunity to sneak into the zoo before school to see
his beloved furry creatures. What Alex doesn't realize
is that the broken fence will cause more problems
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than almost getting caught by the security guard.
When an animal goes missing in the zoo, can he come
clean about the fence? In this third book of the series,
two-time Newbery Honor author Patricia Reilly Giff
has crafted a lively mystery about conservation,
animal care, friendship, and problem-solving. In touch
with the programs and initiatives that today's zoos
are undertaking, Giff provides readers with a fresh
look at the work of zoologists. Charming line artwork
by Abby Carter appears throughout and keeps the
story upbeat.
What do glitter snowflakes, aliens, and singing have in
common? Join the Gumshoe Gang at Watson
Elementary as they solve the latest mystery. Lyra is
so excited for the Christmas concert that she has a
hard time focusing on anything else. That is until
someone starts sabotaging the decorations needed
for the concert. Who would want to get the concert
canceled? Why are the teachers acting so strangely?
These mysteries are perfectly suited to keep readers
guessing as they solve for clues. With longer
sentences and fewer illustrations, they are just the
right fit for your early fluent reader. • Extensive back
matter • Keeps kids guessing with false clues •
Underlying issues related to friends, family, and
growing up
"Tatulli's entry into the comics/fiction--hybrid market
is one of the best…The target audience will snap this
up and beg for more." ---Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) "This is full of ghoulish fun, and fans of Diary
of a Wimpy Kid probably won't want to miss it."
---School Library Journal "Desmond Pucket neatly fills
a gap for our readers---it's a step more sophisticated
than Diary of a Wimpy Kid but appeals to that reader.
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It's also so great to have a Halloween/monster/scary
stuff series to offer boys that is not Goosebumps."
---Rebecca Waesch, Children's Product Manager,
Joseph-Beth Booksellers Meet Desmond
Pucket---professor of frightology and master of
monsters. Someday Desmond will be famous for his
special effects wizardry, but for now he's just trying to
make it through sixth grade at Cloverfield Memorial
Junior High, which means he needs to stay one step
ahead of the school's disciplinary officer, Mr. Needles.
The only problem is Desmond just can't stop pulling
pranks---like the time he attached a shrieking rubber
goblin to the toilet seat in the teachers' bathroom.
Mrs. Rubin screamed so loudly her wig flew off! Or the
time he put giant motorized worms into the mashed
potatoes in the cafeteria. Or the time Desmond and
his best friend, Ricky, arranged for a three-headed
ghost to crash his sister's slumber party. Rachel still
hasn't forgiven him. And now Desmond has to stay
prank-free for the rest of the year, or he won't be able
to go on the class trip to Crab Shell Pier, home of the
Mountain Full of Monsters ride! It's going to be tough,
but Desmond has to try. This book includes a section
of "Desmond's Notes": instructions for making
monster magic (think scary noises, or fake blood) at
home!
Desmond Pucket is back, and this time he has a
posse. Desmond has been waiting his whole life for
this day. It is the sixth-grade field trip to Crab Shell
Pier, home to the world's most awesomely fantastic
ride, and Desmond has one goal: convince Tina
Schimsky to ride it with him. But once inside the
amusement park, Desmond finds that executing his
master plan will be no simple feat. Accompanied by
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his best friend Ricky, Desmond must outwit both the
tyrannical Mr. Needles and his nefarious mortal
enemy Scott Selzer, along with anyone---or
anything---else in the way. The race is on to reach
Mountain Full of Monsters and win the girl of his
dreams . . . Can Desmond do it?
Read the Amazing Story of Herobrine's Child!Hiroko is
a young girl who was adopted by a village couple
when she was a baby and has been living peacefully
with them and their son Tom. She is unaware of her
origins, but she is the daughter of Herobrine and his
wife, who left her there to avoid capture by Steve,
who is Herobrine's sworn enemy. Then on her 12th
birthday her powers awaken and her eyes start to
glow white. After finding out about her real parents
from her current family, she decides to find them but
Steve, who feels threatened by Hiroko's powers, is
also trying to find Hiroko. Will she be able to find her
real parents before Steve captures her? Find out in
the Diary of Herobrine's Child!
Out of Orange
Diary of an Angry Alex
The Silent Patient
Book 3 [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Alex Fitzgerald, TV Star
Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother's Will to Survive
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft
Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 1: Tom's Guide
Bill washed ashore to an unknown island completely devoid
of any form of humans or civilization. At first he was
worried at the sheer emptiness of the place, how was one
to survive in the wild? As a modern man, Bill is worried of
his survival and safety. It's quickly changed when he
stumbles upon an odd book. Placed on a pedestal, it's
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certainly hoping for attention. Bill takes the book and finds
out that a person named Tom had written the book. What's
even more surprising is that the book contained numerous
entries about surviving in this unknown island. Bill is
unsure if he should trust the book but gives it a try. As the
only one on the island, Bill strives to survive and overcome
the odds that a life in the wilds has for him. With monsters
lurking about in the dark, an inexperienced man with so
little knowledge can only get so far. Slowly but surely, Bill
tries to make his mark on the island and builds a home for
himself in the island. Armed only with the knowledge
written by Tom and the mystery of the island, can Bill
survive long enough to get out of the island? Will he be
able to fend off the beasts that make their way into his
makeshift home at night or will he succumb to the
treacherous nature of the unknown island? Only Tom's
guide can help him on his journey, or will it be his fall?
Book 2: The Mysterious Island Bill has just begun to get
used to the life alone in the island. While it's not the most
ideal way of life for him, a man must learn to survive on his
own. Tom's journal has become his greatest companion
through the days, as a wellspring of knowledge and guide
that make his life in the island easier than one can imagine.
Home is still a place that Bill wants to go back to and he
still dreams of his life before the island. One day, he
stumbles upon some visiting natives, a pair of tribal
individuals who were visiting to gather some goods from
the island. Bill asks for their aid to get back home but alas,
it's due to the island's power that Bill can't go home just
yet. In order to break the series of misfortune, Bill must
find Tom in order to give the journal back; and only then
can Bill truly get home. However, the big question is,
where is Tom? With so many secrets sprawling about in the
island and the promise of home becoming more and more
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complicated, Bill must rise to the occasion to prove that he
can get through the obstacles presented to him. Book 3:
The Journey Ends Bill has made his way through the
Nether. Guided only by the hearsay of the villagers along
with his gut feeling, Bill must wade through numerous
undead and walk through the thin paths of land between
lava. No matter how many times, Bill wakes up to the
Nether, it will never grow on him. Despite that, his drive to
get home gives him the willpower to press onwards. With
skeletons and endermen and fortresses to explore, there
are surely a lot of things on Bill's plate. Armed with the
weapons he's crafted along with the guidance of what he's
learned from the past few days, Bill tries his best to outwit
all the dangers of the Nether. Had he prepared enough for
this journey? Will he be able to find Tom in due time? And
if he does manage to find the writer of the journal, can they
escape the treacherous nature of the beasts of Nether?
This unofficial Minecraft book is not authorized, endorsed
or sponsored by Microsoft Corp., Mojang AB, Notch
Development AB or any other person or entity owning or
controlling the rights of the Minecraft name, trademark or
copyrights. All characters, names, places and other aspects
of the game described herein are trademarked and owned
by their respective owners. Minecraft(R)/ /TM &
(c)2009-2016 Mojang/Notch.
Learn the truth about Herobrine's origins from his own
diary. This amazing diary was recently discovered in a cave
deep within a valley of the Overworld. Now, you can learn
how Herobrine came to be and, more importantly, why he
came to be. WARNING: This diary is not for the faint of
heart. Do NOT read this book late at night... All
illustrations in the diary (except those in the introduction)
were drawn by Herobrine himself!
Four-year-old Elisa gets her picture taken, starts learning
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to read, breaks her arm, and experiences other exciting
aspects of growing up.
Alex is part of the Gumshoe Gang at Watson Elementary
and is a science fanatic. He and his friends help solve cases
that happen in their school. This time Alex is the one
affected by a crime and the case revolves around him.
Someone has destroyed his Science Fair project! Can the
Gumshoe Gang find the culprit before the Science Fair
tonight? Will Alex still be able to participate in the Science
Fair he was so excited about? These mysteries are perfect
for your early fluent reader. With longer sentences and
fewer illustrations, these are suited to keep readers
guessing as they solve for clues. • Underlying issues
related to friends, family, and growing up • Extensive back
matter • Keeps kids guessing with false clues
The real-life Alex Vause from the critically acclaimed, toprated Netflix show Orange Is the New Black tells her story
in her own words for the first time—a powerful, surprising
memoir about crime and punishment, friendship and
marriage, and a life caught in the ruinous drug trade and
beyond. Fans nationwide have fallen in love with Orange Is
the New Black, the critically acclaimed and wildly popular
Netflix show based on Piper Kerman’s sensational #1 New
York Times bestseller. Now, Catherine Cleary Wolters—the
inspiration for Alex Vause, Piper’s ex-girlfriend, friend, and
sometimes-romantic partner on the show—tells her true
story, offering details and insights that fill in the blanks, set
the record straight, and answer common fan questions. An
insightful, frustrating, heartbreaking, and uplifting analysis
of crime and punishment in our times, Out of Orange is an
intimate look at international drug crime—a seemingly
glamorous lifestyle that dazzles unsuspecting young
women and eventually leads them to the seedy world of
prison. Told by a woman originally thrust into the spotlight
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without her permission—Wolters learned about Piper’s
memoir in the media—Out of Orange chronicles Wolter’s
time in the drug trade, her incarceration, her friendships
and acquaintances with odd cellmates, her two marriages,
and her complicated relationship with Piper. But Wolters is
not solely defined by her past; she also reflects on her life
and the person she is today. Filled with colorful characters,
fascinating tales, painful sobering lessons, and hard-earned
wisdom, Out of Orange is sure to be provocative,
entertaining, and ultimately inspiring.
Handkerchief Quilt
Book 1 - Herobrine's Curse
26x2 Intricate Coloring Pages with the American Sign
Language Alphabet
Desmond Pucket Makes Monster Magic
The True Story of George
Fourteen-year-old Alex continues his work as a spy for
the British MI6, investigating an exclusive school for
boys in the French Alps.
Audrey L and Audrey W: Best Friends-ish
Robot Queen
Gumshoe Gang Cracks the Case
Cloaked
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